Secure Online Collaboration for Clients/Owners
Product Overview

Viewpoint For Projects™ is a collaborative project management solution construction businesses use to improve communications, workflow, mobility, and decision-making. Designed to connect people, information, and processes, Viewpoint For Projects can help you save time and money, improve control, and reduce risk.

Construction businesses in the building, energy, and infrastructure sectors find Viewpoint For Projects to be an ideal fit. That’s because all team members – owner, architect, construction manager, engineers, and subcontractors – can use the collaborative project management solution to achieve streamlined processes and clear communication.

Not only can you automate and better control processes, you gain mobile and BIM capabilities to complete projects faster and more efficiently while connecting field teams with project information wherever they are. The right software for exceeding project profitability, delivery, and quality expectations, Viewpoint For Projects is simple and easy to use, quick to deploy, and can deliver tangible returns on your technology investment.

Preserve the integrity of your projects using Viewpoint For Projects to ensure greater project control and real-time, accurate information. Because the technology supports tighter collaboration and transparency at every stage of the project lifecycle, you can be confident that the right information always reaches the right person at the right time.

Avoid missed deadlines and make sure projects are delivered on time with a keen eye on budget. Improve control and workflow of documents and effectively manage the process to view, revise, route, and audit design files, drawings, and other documents.

Reasons to Choose Viewpoint For Projects

Integrated Supply Chain Management – Achieve a truly collaborative partnership with your project stakeholders.

Integrated Project Delivery – Your empowered supply chain is focused on shared project deliverables and objectives.

Control – Accomplish better outcomes at handover through improved process to deliver better data information.

Project Lifecycle Management – Gain the tools you need for each phase of the project lifecycle.

Business Intelligence – Easily access powerful management information, anytime and anywhere (office and site).

Improve Project Efficiency – Effective collaboration allows shorter cycle times and better decision making in business-critical areas:

- Procurement
- Design Management
- Programme Management
- Delay/Error identification and rectification
- Change Control and information management
- Process/Query and instruction management
- Compliance/Quality Assurance

Liability/Error Reduction – Reduce your potential for litigation and costly claims.

Easy Workflow – Ensure smooth project shutdown and handover of information.

Enhanced Access – Enjoy easy access to your estate/portfolio business critical information during asset management phase.

Features

- Full search and report engine
- Data security and audit trail
- Mobile Access
- SaaS based – anytime, anywhere access
- ISO27001 Compliant
Project Lifecycle:
When Can We Help You?
• Pre Construction
• Project Delivery/Construction/Handover
• Asset & Portfolio Management

What Can We Help You Do?

PRE-CONSTRUCTION
Simplified Procurement
• Controlled collaboration to create tender packages
• Issue to potential bidders/suppliers
• Manage communication and queries
• Selection and appointment

Planning/Feasibility/Design
• Simplified document sharing/management
• Easy communication with key stakeholders
• Manage high volumes of data across multiple teams

PROJECT DELIVERY/CONSTRUCTION/Handover
BIM Management
• Managed information delivery (Agreed versus Delivered)
• Model management and federation
• Employer’s Common Data Environment – conducive to PAS1192
• Full audit trail of shared and published information
• Manage Employers Information Requirements (EIR) content
• COBie validation and extraction
• Facilitate Level 2 BIM and PAS1192-3

ASSET & PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT
Availability of Asset Information
• Comprehensive archive of all project information for Enterprise application
• O & M Manual

Reference Customers
UK Ministry of Justice, E:ON, Schlumberger, Network Rail, Cadogan
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“We use Viewpoint For Projects heavily for document and revision control, including mark-up. The mark-up feature is excellent, allowing us all to collaborate on one document so we are not repeating each other’s work. Viewpoint For Projects allows the design team to work in a quick and efficient manner on a constantly changing project. Plus we have no problems ensuring we have the right revision and have no delays in making sure everyone has new revisions to work from.”

– Gladston Matheson, Construction Project Manager at Natural History Museum

“We use Viewpoint For Projects heavily for document and revision control, including mark-up. The mark-up feature is excellent, allowing us all to collaborate on one document so we are not repeating each other’s work. Viewpoint For Projects allows the design team to work in a quick and efficient manner on a constantly changing project. Plus we have no problems ensuring we have the right revision and have no delays in making sure everyone has new revisions to work from.”

– Billy Fairly, Architectural Technologist at Gentoo

“As with any complex, integrated management system, Mitchells & Butlers has a number of protocols which require the flexibility of the Viewpoint For Projects platform to assimilate. The Viewpoint For Projects implementation and support teams are always very helpful and have been instrumental in helping to create a system that works for the buildings team.

The system helps reduce costs directly between the contractors and the buildings team. We’ve seen considerable savings just in postage and envelopes; we no longer send certificates back and forth by post and eliminated the need to send out weighty envelopes of information to the ABMs every week. We can also use Viewpoint For Projects to cut out the need to photocopy every certificate for our files.”

– Jennie Smith, Head of Maintenance at Mitchells & Butlers

“The construction delivery team used the full range of Viewpoint For Projects storage facilities, i.e., documents, drawings, photos, specifications, etc. The big plus was having access to the project 24 hours a day, which allowed team members to upload information outside of working hours when off site. The system also provided a very useful audit trail that recorded when information was released, accessed, or approved.”

– Gladston Matheson, Construction Project Manager at Natural History Museum